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Summary 
 
Pearl Gruenberg, born in the village of Okruhlá, Czechoslovakia (Ukraine), describes her family 
and Hungarian majority village; the death of her father in 1934; her family grocery store and 
health resort; the arrival of Hungarian soldiers in April 1939; hearing rumors about the 
deportation of Jews; two of her brothers being taken to labor camps in 1941 and 1942; her 
sister gathering family birth certificates to prove they were not born in Poland; the taking away 
of Jewish professions and mandatory yellow star armband in 1943; Hungarian gendarmes 
confiscating the family sewing machine; locals refusing to sell them food; hearing that Germans 
were coming to take Jews to ghettos in April 1944; hiding in the woods for three days and 
nights; returning home only to be ordered the next day by Hungarian gendarmes to pack to 
leave; walking twelve kilometres to Tacovo (Técsõ) ghetto (Tyachiv, Ukraine); living in the 
ghetto for four weeks; travelling by cattle car train to Auschwitz; being separated from several 
of her family members; lining up for selections by SS doctor Josef Mengele and SS guard Margot 
Dreschel; transferring to Unterlüss  labor camp; working in a factory; a civilian foreman helping 
her when she was too weak to work; working in construction after the bombing on the factory 
in November 1944; a guard beating her sister Sara; transferring to Bergen-Belsen concentration 
camp; the death of her sister Sara two weeks after liberation in April 1945; her illness and 
transfer to a hospital in Sweden; transferring to a sanatorium in Kalhyttan near Filipstad; living 
in a convalescent home for a year; moving to Falun to work with a Swedish dressmaker; moving 
to Stockholm to be near her cousins; learning her sister Rachel and brother were alive in 1948; 
moving to the United States in February 1949 to live with her American uncle; becoming an 
American citizen; visiting family in Israel in July 1955; marrying in January 1956 and having her 
son; having nightmares every night; the importance of telling what happened in the Holocaust 
to your children. 
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